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Abstract—In this paper an underwater vehicle-

manipulator system is considered in order to accomplish

two operations, namely to turn a valve and to push a but-

ton. Realistic assumptions, such as imperfect knowledge of

the environment, have been considered with the purpose to

design the proper interaction control scheme. In addition,

due to the poor knowledge of the underwater dynamics,

model-based approaches have been avoided. The UVMS

is characterized by 13 Degrees-Of-Freedoms (DOFs) and

a proper task-priority, inverse kinematics controller has

been designed to take into account all the DOFs, however,

this paper focuses on the interaction part. The redundancy

exploitation is an ongoing activity being the interaction

approach fully decoupled, and thus compatible, with the

redundancy resolution scheme. The validation has been

achieved resorting to a realistic mathematical model, in-

cluding the main dynamic effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

Underwater operations by means of remotely or au-

tonomous vehicle manipulator systems is an area of

increasing research interest due to the great economical

and social impact that it can affect. Among the various,

operations interaction with the environment is critical to

basic activities such as, for example, turning a valve of an

deep oil& gas structure. Figure 1 shows a diver involved

in an interaction operation.

From the control aspect, those operations require

specific approaches. Several control schemes have been

proposed in the literature, an overview of interaction

control schemes can be found, e.g., in [1], [2].

One of the first underwater set-up aimed at interaction

with the environment is a set-up composed by two 7-

DOF Ansaldo manipulators to be used in cooperative

mode [3]. The work [4] addresses control issue for

an underwater vehicle carrying a manipulator in view

of intervention missions. Recently, in [5] the Authors

proposed an autonomous intervention robotic system

Fig. 1. Diver involved in an interaction operation.

aimed at learning the skills necessary to grasp and turn

a valve. Underwater intervention received a boost with

interesting results in the Europen project TRIDENT, see,

e.g., [6], [7], and [8].

The Authors in [9] shown an autonomous intervention

on an underwater environment, in the article some pre-

liminary results in water tank conditions are presented by

using the real mechatronics and the panel mockup, while

in [10] the Authors have been shown their experiments

architecture of the hardware in the loop.

This paper focuses in the implementation of two

specific operations, namely to turn a valve and to push a

botton (see Figure 2). In the first operation, the system

is required to rotate the valve around one axis, whilst in

the second operation, it is required to impress a certain

force on certain direction.

Interaction with a mobile base is a challenging prob-

lem also for aerial and ground robots. The Authors

in [11] have presented some experiments with the pur-

pose to turn a valve by resorting to a quadrotor equipped

with two 2-DOFs arms. In [12] a wheeled-based mobile978-1-4673-7509-2/15/$31.00 2015 European Union
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Fig. 2. Underwater vehicle-manipulator system pushing a button.

vehicle equipped with a manipulator is in charge of

recognizing and pushing the buttons of an elevator.

The specific UVMS (Underwater Vehicle-

Manipulator System) under investigation in this

paper is a 13-DOF developed for the Italian National

Project MARIS [13]. The interaction schemes is based

on previous works [14], [15] and the validation has been

achieved resorting to a realistic mathematical model,

including the main dynamic effects.

II. MODELING
A. Kinematics

The vehicle is completely described by the position

and orientation of a vehicle-fixed frame Σ0 with respect

to an earth-fixed inertial reference frame ΣI as reported

in Figure 2 together with the end-effector-fixed frame.

Adapting the nomenclature in [16], the position of the

vehicle-fixed frame is described by the vector ηp,0 =
[

x y z
]T

∈ R
3. The orientation of the vehicle-fixed

frame is described by the (3 × 3) rotation matrix R0
I

(rotation matrix expressing the transformation from the

inertial frame to the vehicle-fixed frame). As customary

in marine applications, the vehicle orientation is also rep-

resented in terms of the vector ηo,0 =
[

φ θ ψ
]T

∈ R
3

of Euler angles extracted from R0
I . The vehicle attitude in

terms of quaternions will be denoted with Q0 = {η0, ε0}.

Let us define η0 =
[

ηT
p,0 ηT

o,0

]T
, and η̇0 =

[

η̇T
p,0 η̇T

o,0

]T
the corresponding time derivatives. The

vector νp,0 ∈ R
3 is the linear velocity of the vehicle-

fixed frame with respect to the inertial frame expressed

in the vehicle-fixed frame and the vector νo,0 ∈ R
3 is the

angular velocity of the vehicle-fixed frame with respect

to the inertial frame expressed in the vehicle-fixed frame;

ν0 =
[

νT
p,0 νT

o,0

]T
.

Let q =
[

q1 · · · qn
]T

∈ R
n be the vector of joint

positions where n is the number of joints. The vector

q̇ ∈ R
n is the corresponding time derivative. Let also

define ζ =
[

νT
p,0 νT

o,0 q̇T
]T

.

The defined velocities are related via the following

relation:

ζ=





R0
I O3×3 O3×n

O3×3 T (R0
I) O3×n

On×3 On×3 In×n









η̇p,0

η̇o,0

q̇



=Jk(R
0
I)





η̇p,0

η̇o,0

q̇





(1)

where In×n is the (n × n) identity matrix; On1×n2
is

the (n1 × n2) null matrix; the matrix T can be found,

e.g., in [1].

Position of the end effector is defined by the vari-

able ηee,p ∈ R
3 while its orientation by ηee,o ∈ R

3 in

terms of Euler angles and by Qee = {ηee, εee} ∈ R
4 in

terms of quaternions. The variable η̇ee is the derivative

of the end-effector position and ωee is the end-effector

angular velocity.

The object fixed-frame is defined by Σobj −
xobjyobjzobj , for both the valve and button (see Figure 3).

In particular, αv is the angle around xobj characterizing

the valve position while the scalar xb denotes the button

position. The corresponding scalar velocities are ωv and

vb.

xobj

yobj

yobj

zobj

zobj

αv

xobj , xb

Fig. 3. Top: Button and End-effector positions, the white axis is
the direction of desired the force. Bottom: Valve and End-effector
positions, in this case the blue arc is the direction around which to
rotate.



B. Dynamics

1) Vehicle-Manipulator: The dynamic model of an

UVMS can be written in the following compact

form [17], [18]:

M (q)ζ̇ +C(q, ζ)ζ +D(q, ζ)ζ + g(R0
I , q) = τ (2)

where M(q) ∈ R
(6+n)×(6+n) is the inertia matrix

including the added mass effects, C(q, ζ)ζ ∈ R
6+n is

the vector of Coriolis and centripetal terms including

the added mass effects, D(q, ζ)ζ ∈ R
6+n is the vector

of friction and hydrodynamic damping terms (e.g., drag,

lift, and vortex shedding generalized forces), g(R0
I , q) ∈

R
6+n is the vector of gravitational and buoyant gen-

eralized forces and τ =
[

τT
v τT

q

]T
∈ R

6+n, is the

vector composed by τ v ∈ R
6, (i.e., the forces and

moments acting on the vehicle) and τ q ∈ R
n, (i.e., the

manipulator’s joint torques).

2) Valve: The valve is modelled by the equation:

Jvω̇v + µvωv = hv (3)

where Jv is the inertia around the rotation axis, i.e., xobj ,

µv is the viscosity coefficient, ωv is the angular velocity

of the object-fixed frame around the rotation axis and hv
is the moment provided by the robotic system.

3) Button: The button is modelled as a spring-damper

body, the equation is:

mbẍb + µbẋb + kb(xb − x0) = hb (4)

where mb is the mass, µb is the viscosity coefficient, kb
is the compliance, xb is the object-fixed position along

xobj , x0 is the corresponding rest position and hb is the

force provided by the robotic system.

III. CONTROL PROBLEMS

Two case studies will be considered, labelled as turn

the valve and push the button and briefly described here:

• turn the valve. The UVMS is assumed to already

having grabbed the valve. The valve orientation

is estimated with a maximum polarized error of

1.5 degrees. The mission is terminated when the

valve has been rotated by 20.0 degrees.

• push the button. The UVMS is assumed to be

in a configuration in which the end-effector ex-

hibits its approaching direction perpendicular to

a vertical plane (see figure 3). As said, the plane

is compliant but its real orientation is assumed

to be estimated with 15 degrees of error. Pushing

the button is achieved when a force of 200N in

the direction normal to the button is exerted for at

least 10 seconds with an error bounded in ±10%.

IV. INTERACTION CONTROLLERS

The interaction control architecture has been designed

based on two levels, an external loop that controls the

interaction force exchanged between the system and the

environment, and an internal loop that manages both the

inverse kinematics and direct dynamics. Intentionally, no

model-based compensation is assumed.

The internal loop, common to both operations, is

shown in Figure 4; it receives as input the desired

end-effector position and orientation and the kinematic

desired secondary tasks. The corresponding outputs are

the desired vehicle and manipulator trajectories [18] sent

to the dynamic controller. Remarkably, there are no

constraints on the latter, one possibility is to control the

vehicle by properly compensating the presence of the

arm [19] and controlling the arm with a basic PID at

joint approach.

IK

ηee,d

secondary
tasks

∫

DC

IL

DK

ηee

η̇0,η0

q̇, q

η̇0,d,η0,d
q̇d, qd

η̈0,d, η̇0,d
q̈d, q̇d

Fig. 4. Internal Loop (IL) : composed by the inverse kinematics
(IK), the dynamic control (DC) and the direct kinematics (DK).

As said, the two operations are afforded by means of

two different external loops, an impedance controller for

the turn a valve operation and a force control for the push

a button. It is known that interaction schemes may suffer

from uncertainty in the estimation of the environmental

geometry configuration, in such a case, in fact, the inter-

action arises in a direction where it was not planned for.

While for the turn a valve operation this is not considered

as a practical problem, it may be significant for explicit

force control schemes. In the numerical simulations such

uncertainty will be simulated. It is worth noticing that,

in case needed, more sophisticated interaction control

scheme may be easily adopted.

Figure 5 shows the impedance control for the turn

a valve operation, based on a common architecture [1],

[18]. This type of control is an indirect force control,

because the interaction force is not directly regulated but

the control objective is rather the desired end-effector

impedance.
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Fig. 5. External Loop for turn a valve : It is composed by the
impedence control (CI ) and the internal loop (IL).

The impedance control inputs are the measured and

the desired end-effector position and orientation. In this

case our target is turn a valve, the end-effector is po-

sitioned perpendicular to the valve and our intention is

to turn it around the xobj-axis, as Figure 3 shows. The

desired trajectories have been determined by the desired

movement on the valve.

Its outputs are the desired values required from the

internal loop. The control law used for the impedance

control is:

ηee,d = KSη̃ee +KDṽee +KI

∫ t

t0

η̃ee(σ)dσ,

where the matrices KS ,KD,KI ∈ R
6×6 are respec-

tively the stiffness, damping and integral gain matrix. We

have added the integral term to ensure a null steady state

error. Where the position error η̃ee is obtained from:

η̃ee =

[

η∗

ee,p,d − ηee,p

ηeeε
∗

ee,d − η∗ee,dεee − S(ε∗ee,d)ε

]

∈ R
6,

where η∗

ee,p,d and Q∗

ee,d = {η∗ee,d, ε
∗

ee,d} are the desired

end-effector position and quaterion; and ˙̃ηee is given by:

ṽee =

[

η̇ee,p,d − η̇ee,p

ωee,d − ωee

]

in this case the variable η̇ee,p,d is the time derivative

of the desired end-effector position, while ωee,d is the

desired end-effector velocity.

The external loop for the push a button operation is

composed by the force control [1], [18]. A Proportional

Integral action is used to stabilize the force error. In fact,

being the force signal characterized by a strong noise, its

time derivative is usually useless. The impedance loop

thus provides a damping effect [1].

The force control law is:

η∗

ee,d = KP h̃ee +KI

∫ t

t0

h̃ee(σ)dσ,

CF CI IL
hee,d hee

η∗

ee,d

secondary
tasks

ηee,d

ηee

η̇ee

η̈ee
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Fig. 6. External Loop for push a button : composed by the Force
Control (CF ), the Impedence Control (CI ) and the Internal Loop
(IL).

variables Ts [Hz]

vehicle position 50

vehicle roll-pitch 50

vehicle yaw 50

joint position 50

e.e. force/moment 103

target configuration 10

TABLE I. SAMPLING TIMES OF THE MEASURED VARIABLES

USED IN THE SIMULATION.

where the matrices KP and KI ∈ R
6×6 are respectively

the proportional and integral gain matrix. Also here we

have added the integral term to ensure a null steady state

error. The force error h̃ee is obtained form:

h̃ee = hee,d − hee ∈ R
6.

where hee are the forces and moments measured by

the sensor put on the end-effector, whereas the desired

forces and moments hee,d are selected on the basis of

the required forces and moments desired on the button.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Numerical simulations have been performed to vali-

date the above approach. A realistic model, taking into

account the most significant physical terms, has been

derived. The underwater vehicle-manipulator system is

composed by a full-DOF system, i.e., 6-DOF for the

vehicle and 7-DOF for the arm. The dynamic parameters

of the vehicle have been experimentally identified in [20]

while the arm’s parameters have been extrapolated by the

CAD data and simple heuristic tests.

The numerical integration of the non linear differ-

ential equations of the closed loop systems have been

achieved by resorting to Matlab and by properly adapting

its tool SimMechanics. For each simulated sensor a

different sampling time Ts has been used as shown in

table I.



Axis
CF CI

KP KI KS KD KI

x 4 · 10−3 7 · 10−3 0.5 0.05 0.20

y 4 · 10−3 7 · 10−3 0.5 0.05 0.20

z 4 · 10−3 7 · 10−3 0.5 0.05 0.20

φ 2 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 0.2 0.1 0.15

θ 2 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 0.2 0.1 0.15

ψ 2 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 0.2 0.1 0.15

TABLE II. CONTROL GAINS, FOR THE FORCE CONTROL AND

THE IMPEDANCE CONTROL.

Tuning of the parameters have been achieved with

the following, pragmatic, procedure. By assuming that

an existing industrial set-up is used, it is not possible

and/or efficient to modify the dynamic controller of

both the vehicle and the arm, this means that the inner

control loop is given. Its outer control loop, the task-

priority inverse-kinematics controller, is thus tuned with

a bandwidth slower with respect to the dynamic loop,

ideally, the kinematic loop should see as instantaneous

the dynamic loop. A similar reasoning allowed to tune

the outer control loop, i.e., the interaction one.

The chosen gains are reported in Table II, they are

both the impedance and force control gains used during

the simulations.

Figure 7 shows the valve orientation, a valve move-

ment of 20 degrees in 10 seconds has been imposed to

the system, we can appreciate that the valve follows the

trajectory with a reasonable error.
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Fig. 7. Turn a valve: The desired (dashed-line) and simulated (solid-
line) valve orientation along the x-axis.

The end-effector orientation (solid-line) and its de-

sired values (dashed-line) are shown in figure 8, in this

figure we can appreciate that the end-effector moves only

around the x-axis even if an error of the perception

system has been simulated. In the other directions, the

movements are smaller than the x-axis, it enforces that

the valve has been modelled rigid in the y, z-axes.
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Fig. 8. Turn a valve: The simulated end-effector orientation (solid-
line) of the x-axis (blue), y-axis (green) and z-axis (red) are reported,
and their respctively desired orientation (dashed-line).

Figure 9 shows the desired (dashed-line) and sim-

ulated forces (solid-line) on the end-effector, we can

view that the system completes the operation, and as we

expected at the steady-state it has a null-error.
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Fig. 9. Push a button: The simulated forces (solid-line) of the x-
axis (blue), y-axis (green) and z-axis (red) are reported, and their
respctively desired forces (dashed-line).

Figure 10 shows the desired (dashed-line) and the

simulated (solid-line) end-effector position. It can be

appreciated that the main movement of the end-effector

is along the interaction direction. Along the plane parallel

to the interaction plane, due to the intentional perception



error considered, we experience a small drift that can be

ignored if it is compatible with the push-botton operation

or handle with more sophisticated force control strategies

if needed.
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Fig. 10. Push a button: The simulated end-effector position (solid-
line) of the x-axis (blue), y-axis (green) and z-axis (red) are reported,
and their respctively desired position (dashed-line).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a control approach to
accomplish two underwater operations, turn a valve and
push a button, to be performed by an underwater vehicle-
manipulator system. The presented control is composed
by a two loop architecture, the inner loop presents the
kinematics and dynamic control, whilst the external loop
is the interaction control part. While the inner is the
same for both operations, we implemented two different
outer loop for the interaction. Numerical simulations on
a realistic dynamic model prove the efficiency of the
proposed strategy.
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